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Abstract
Motivation. Several recognition forces involved in ligand–receptor binding are also expressed in lipophilicity.
Based on the molecular lipophilicity potential (MLP), a graphical tool for visual help in the docking procedure
was developed and tested with the docking of dopamine agonists in a model of trans–membrane domain of the
D2 dopamine receptor built by homology.
Method. The MLP similarity function used in this study was built using two Molecular Lipophilicity Potential
calculated on the ligand molecular surface, namely the intrinsic MLP (i.e. the MLP of the ligand) and the
perceived MLP (i.e. the MLP generated by the binding site, and hence perceived by the ligand).
Results. The MLP similarity function tool allows to rank the low–energy conformers of a ligand–protein
complex, thus affording a criterion to select high–probability binding modes. Interestingly the procedure was
also able to correctly predict enantioselectivity.
Conclusions. The MLP similarity score presented here is a graphical tool able to analyze recognition forces
between a ligand and a binding site. This method also allows an explanation of the difference in affinity of D2
receptor between two enantiomers of a ligand and between two structurally related compounds.
Keywords. Molecular lipophilicity potential; molecular recognition; receptor docking; D2 receptor; dopamine;
score function.
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1 INTRODUCTION [1]
The binding constants and biological responses (e.g. agonists versus antagonists) of receptor
ligands depend largely on their affinity, selectivity and binding modes. These phenomena are
governed by intermolecular forces of recognition expressed in the stereoelectronic and
stereodynamic match between binding sites and ligands. An assessment of recognition forces is
therefore a critical step in understanding and predicting affinity and selectivity.
Lipophilicity is a molecular property that encodes in a single number (e.g. the partition
coefficient log P) a wealth of information on intramolecular interactions and intermolecular forces
[2,3]. In particular, many of the recognition forces involved in ligand–receptor binding contribute to
lipophilicity. The molecular lipophilicity potential (MLP) has been developed as a field expressing
in three–dimensions and in a conformation–dependent manner the intermolecular forces encoded in
lipophilicity [4,5]. As demonstrated in various studies, the MLP can be introduced as an additional
field in three–dimensional QSAR (3D–QSAR) computations, leading to successful predictions of
binding constants and biological activities [6–10]. This is the indirect approach to defining the
stereoelectronic features of a binding site.
In this study, the MLP has been extended and developed into a tool to visualize the
stereoelectronic match between ligand and receptor. To this end, two molecular lipophilicity
potentials were defined, the intrinsic MLP (i.e. the MLP of the ligand on its molecular surface) and
the perceived MLP (i.e. the MLP generated by the binding site and computed on the ligand
molecular surface, and hence perceived by the ligand). Such an approach is only possible when the
complete geometry of a binding site is known from X–ray crystallography or has been deduced by
homology modeling. Given the nature of the MLP, it is hypothesized that the greater the stability of
a ligand–receptor complex, the larger the similarity between the intrinsic and perceived MLPs. To
quantify this similarity, we define here a similarity score which proves able to discriminate between
several binding modes of D2 dopamine receptor agonists proposed by standard molecular modeling
tools. The results indicate that little information was lost in the successive computational steps that
led from (a) homology modeling of the D2 dopamine receptor, to (b) agonist docking, to (c)
calculation of ligand and receptor MLPs, and to (d) similarity scores of intrinsic and perceived
MLPs.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Calculations were performed on Silicon Graphics Indy R4400 175 MHz, O2 R5000 180 MHz
and Origin 2000 4 CPU R10000 195 MHz workstations with hardware stereographics visualization
capacities.
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2.1 Experimental and Theoretical Support
Direct and circumstantial evidence from site–directed specific mutagenesis studies shows that an
important factor in the interaction of ligands with the D2 dopamine receptor is an electrostatic
attraction between Asp114 in the third transmembrane helix (TM III) and the cationic group found
in all ligands [11,12]. For an agonist containing a catechol moiety, hydrogen bond interactions with
two or three serine residues (Ser193, Ser194, Ser197) contribute to the free energy of binding
[13,14]. Hydrophobic residues within the receptor core appear to be crucial for ligand binding to
Phe389 and Phe390 in TM VI in the D2 receptor [15]. Experimental evidence on the mechanism of
binding of ligands to the dopamine receptor has been reviewed by Strange [16].

2.2 Computer Software
The model of the D2 dopamine receptor was based on a refined template of a E2 adrenergic
receptor [17]. This model of the E2 adrenergic receptor was initially based on the electron
microscopy derived coordinates of the D–helices of bacteriorhodopsin but the helices were arranged
to agree with data for sensory rhodopsin [17]. The E2 adrenergic receptor template was installed as
Protein Data Bank coordinates into the Polygen Quanta program. The predicted transmembrane
domains of the D2 dopamine receptor were superimposed on their positional equivalents in the E2
adrenergic receptor template structure using Align and Superpose sub–programs of the Quanta
package. Before superimposing the D2 receptor sequence, helix VII of the E2 adrenergic receptor
was remodeled to remove the bend by using the corresponding helix from bacteriorhodopsin. The
model was then energy–minimized with constrained D–helical positions using the Sybyl software.
The strategy to build a homology model of the D2 receptor raises a number of questions,
especially concerning the choice of template (bacteriorhodopsin vs rhodopsin), given the recently
published structure of bovine rhodopsin [18]. However, no homology model can give the final
answer and the older model we used was a test of the methodology presented here mainly due to its
globally good agreement with mutagenesis results (see above).

2.3 Docking Procedure
All docking computations were carried out using the SYBYL 6.5 package [19] and the
Tripos 5.2 force field [20] including the electrostatic term calculated with Gasteiger–Marsili partial
atomic charges [21]. Derivative technique was Conjugate gradient [22] after 200 iterations of the
simplex algorithm [23], with a distance–dependent dielectric constant of H = 4.0 and a non–bonded
cut–off of 8.0 Å. This method was chosen because it had sufficient convergence properties.
Binding modes for each ligand–receptor complex were computed using molecular dynamics and
energy minimization procedures as summarized in Scheme 1.
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Manual docking

Energy minimization of the complex

Molecular dynamics for 2.5 ps at 500 K
5 times

Cooling to 150 K in an exponential ramping time of 1 ps

Energy minimization of the final complex

Calculations of properties for 5 different complexes
Scheme 1

Primary manual docking of the D2 ligands shown in Figure 1 were carried out using the
command DOCK (SYBYL command). DOCK gives a real–time approximation of interaction
energy allowing interactive work. All ligands were docked in their lowest energy conformation
determined by high–temperature quenched molecular dynamics [24]. Subsequently, manual
modifications of the conformations were performed to better adapt ligands docked into the cavity.
The achievement of the manual docking was done in three steps:
1. The main anchor point is the Asp114 in the third transmembrane helix (TM III).
2. The orientation of the ligand is, for steric reasons, perpendicular to the membrane plane to
adjust within the binding pocket. This observation has been reported previously [25].
3. Adjustment of the position to allow H–bonding between hydroxyl groups of the ligands and
the three serines located in TM V.
Various side–chain conformations were altered manually in order to optimize inter–residue
interactions and interactions between side–chains and ligands.
The D2 receptor model consisted of the TM bundle without the connecting loops. The minor role
of the intracellular and extracellular loops in determining ligand recognition in some G–protein
coupled receptors (GPCR) has been demonstrated for the E–adrenergic receptor [26–29]. This
simplification obviates the difficulty in simulating the behavior of the protein. In order to avoid the
destruction of the model during high–temperature dynamics, CD of TM domains within 4 Å of the
ligand, plus all the amino acids beyond 4 Å, were considered as an aggregate. These residues
defined a rigid shell around the binding pocket. Thus, only side–chains within 4 Å from the ligand
were involved during the dynamics and minimization described below.
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Figure 1. Ligands investigated. Protonation sites used to establish the ionic bond with Asp114
are indicated by an asterisk.
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In addition, a harmonic penalty function between the center of mass of the carboxylate moiety of
Asp114 and the proton of the ammonium moiety of ligands was used according to site–specific
mutagenesis data (see above). This harmonic function was taken as null as long as the distance
remained between 0.8 Å and 2.8 Å, and increased by a power of two outside this range. The penalty
constant for deviation from the target range was 200 kcal•mol–1•Å–2. This range was chosen based
on the atomic surroundings of selected functional groups in ligand–receptor structures recorded in
the Brookhaven Protein Databank [30].
Each of the starting complexes so obtained was submitted to a two–step minimization using 200
simplex and Conjugate Gradient iterations until the RMS convergence reached 0.05 kcal•mol–1•Å–1.
The resultant structures constituted the starting point for 5 cycles of simulated annealing [31]. A
simulated annealing cycle consisted of heating to a temperature of 500 K during a plateau time of
2.5 ps, followed by a decrease to 150 K in an exponential ramping time of 1 ps. Molecular
dynamics simulations in such experiments were carried out using the following conditions: the step
size was 1 fs; the non–bonded pair list update frequency contained 25 steps; coordinate sets were
saved at 50 fs intervals; cut–off distance for non–bonded interactions and dielectric constant were
the same as described above for preliminary optimizations. Finally, another two–step minimization
was performed on the five cooled complexes followed by MLP similarity calculations for each of
the ten agonists. In these final geometry minimizations, the penalty function between the ligand and
Asp114 was removed.
Two criteria were used to select the complex with the best match between the ligand and the
receptor among the five obtained from the molecular dynamic simulations.
1.

The carboxylate moiety of the Asp114 and the proton of the ammonium moiety of the
ligand had to be in the range 1.4 Å–2.8 Å. Except for four binding modes of (R)–(–)–
apomorphine all the complexes in Table 1 respect the distance range constraint.

2.

The preferred binding mode was selected as the one with the highest similarity score.

Secondary headings are numbered, font size 14, centered, bold, and with the first letter of each
main word capitalized.
It must be noted that in all retained docking solutions, important variations of ligand
conformation and binding pocket geometry (especially for the location of Ser193, Ser194 and
Ser197) resulted from molecular dynamics and geometry optimization. Due to the various
assumptions made during the stepwise process, the proposed binding modes remain hypothetical
even if globally compatible with existing site–directed mutagenesis data. Nevertheless they can be
useful guidelines for future more focused mutagenesis experiments.
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2.4 MLP and MLP Similarity Scores
The MLP [6] is based on the atomic fragmental system of lipophilicity proposed by Broto et al.
[32] and on a distance function that defines how the MLP decreases with increasing distance from
the molecular surface. Thus, the MLP can be expressed by the general Eq. (1):
N at

¦ fi xfct(d ik )

MLP k

(1)

i 1

where k = label of a given point in space, i = label of the atomic fragment, N = total number of
fragments in the molecule, fi = lipophilic constant of atomic fragment i, fct = distance function,
dik = distance between fragment i and space point k.
With a Fermi distance function [5], Eq. (1) becomes:
N at

¦ fi x

MLP

i 1

1  e -ab
1  e a(dik - b)

(2)

The molecular surface S+ was generated with the standard software SYBYL using the atomic
radii of Gavezzotti [33] increased by 0.3 Å. Different combinations of a and b parameters for 6
different complexes for each ligand were tested. The best result for the score function based on its
resolution and its graphical representation were obtained for a = 1.5 and b = 2.5.
The basic assumption in the calculation of the MLP is that the atomic fragmental values
represent the added contributions of many intermolecular forces obtained experimentally. The
importance of hydrophobic interactions and dispersion forces (which yield positive values in the
MLP) is well recognized in homology modeling of proteins and docking experiments of ligands
[34,35]. The same is true of polar interactions, in particular H–bonds and electrostatic forces, which
yield negative values in the MLP [3,30].
The intrinsic MLP was calculated on the molecular surface S+ (represented by dots) using the
atoms of the ligand and their lipophilic contribution. On the same surface S+, the perceived MLP
was calculated using the atoms of the entire binding site and their lipophilic contribution. The MLP
similarity score at each dot of the surface S+ was computed as the product of perceived and intrinsic
MLP. For the whole molecular surface S+ of the ligand, the similarity score function was computed
using Eq. (3):
Similarity

n dots
k

¦ MLPkInt x MLPkPer

(3)

1

where k = index of a given point in space, ndots =total number of dots on the surface S+, MLPInt =
intrinsic MLP, MLPPer = perceived MLP.
When the MLPInt and the MLPPer are of a similar nature and hence have identical sign, their
product on a given dot of the ligand surface will be positive, implying a good correspondence
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between the two MLPs. In contrast, a negative product characterizes regions of poor
correspondence. Eq. (3) should offer a simple and adequate assessment of the similarity between the
two MLPs. The MLP similarity score between ligand and receptor was color–coded on the
molecular surface of the ligand using a scale ranking from the most different to the most similar
regions, namely red, yellow, white, green, green–blue, blue. The color of a dot was set to invisible
when no or little interaction existed (e.g. a region of the ligand pointing outside the binding pocket).

2.2 Dissociation Constants for Agonists
The dissociation constants of the agonists (Table 1) were obtained from competition studies
versus [3H]spiperone and are mostly for D2 receptors expressed in CHO cells and assayed in the
presence of GTP (100 PM) to eliminate coupling between receptor and G–protein.
Table 1. Dissociation constants (pKi) of agonists for the D2 dopamine receptor agonists
Compounds
pKi
Bromocriptine
8.01 b
NPA a
7.73 b
Dopamine
4.86 c
(R)–(–)–Apomorphine
6.53 d
(S)–(+)–Apomorphine
6.26
(R)–(+)–5–OH–DPAT e
5.88 c
(S)–(–)–5–OH–DPAT e
6.62 c
e
(R)–(+)–7–OH–DPAT
6.41 c
e
(S)–(–)–7–OH–DPAT
4.74 b
e
R)–(+)–8–OH–DPAT
5.30 c
a

(R)–(–)–propylnorapomorphine
Values from ref [56]
c
Payne and Strange, unpublished data
d
Values from ref [57]
e
OH–DPAT = hydroxy–N,N–di–n–propyl–2–aminotetralin
b

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 2 contains the results that allowed us to identify the best binding mode for each ligand,
namely the binding mode affording the highest score. A simple visual analysis of the selected
binding mode with MLP scores displayed on the molecular surface S+ is presented in Figures 2 to
7.

3.1 (R)–(+)– and (S)–(–)–7–OH–DPAT
As can be seen in Figure 2, aromatic–aromatic interactions occur with Phe389 for the (R)–(+)–
enantiomer of 7–OH–DPAT. There is a wide and intense electrostatic interaction between the
Asp114 side–chain and the protonated amino group of the ligand. Hydrophobic interactions can also
be seen between Ile397 and Val111 and the n–propyl group of (R)–(+)–7–OH–DPAT. Noteworthy
is a slightly unfavorable interaction with Ser193 which is too close to the aromatic part of the
ligand.
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Table 2. Results of simulating annealing and similarity calculations. The selected
ligand–receptor conformers are presented in bold.
Complexes a
Ie b
Score + c
Score – d
Score
(R)–(+)–8–OH–DPAT_0
–45.97
1474.5
–290.5
1184.0
(R)–(+)–8–OH–DPAT_1
–50.77
1432.5
–306.5
1126.1
(R)–(+)–8–OH–DPAT_2
–49.65
1469.9
–310.4
1159.4
(R)–(+)–8–OH–DPAT_3
–48.75
1545.0
–294.6
1250.4
(R)–(+)–8–OH–DPAT_4
–48.07
1423.2
–355.8
1067.4
(R)–(+)–8–OH–DPAT_5
–48.43
1306.9
–341.6
965.2
Dopamine_0
–32.99
2242.9
–107.6
2135.3
–35.85
2466.2
–51.2
2415.0
Dopamine_1
Dopamine_2
–32.48
1655.8
–52.7
1603.0
Dopamine_3
–34.84
1970.7
–141.6
1829.2
Dopamine_4
–32.30
1591.0
–108.8
1482.2
Dopamine_5
–33.56
1998.7
–87.6
1911.1
NPA_0
–41.64
1708.7
–152.3
1556.4
–45.90
1801.5
–138.2
1663.3
NPA_1
NPA_2
–45.64
1504.7
–217.7
1287.0
NPA_3
–44.71
1664.9
–206.2
1458.6
NPA_4
–42.69
1381.3
–234.9
1164.4
NPA_5
–47.38
1659.0
–170.0
1489.0
(R)–(+)–7–OH–DPAT_0
–42.80
1548.7
–155.9
1392.8
(R)–(+)–7–OH–DPAT_1
–40.45
1321.3
–148.0
1173.3
(R)–(+)–7–OH–DPAT_2
–43.51
1856.2
–152.9
1703.0
(R)–(+)–7–OH–DPAT_3
–48.73
1664.9
–206.2
1458.6
(R)–(+)–7–OH–DPAT_4
–43.64
1911.4
–173.0
1738.4
(R)–(+)–7–OH–DPAT_5
–44.41
1820.3
–230.5
1589.9
(R)–(–)–Apomorphine_0
–40.69
985.1
–204.4
780.7
(R)–(–)–Apomorphine_1
–37.39
520.6
–247.6
273.0
(R)–(–)–Apomorphine_2
–37.39
520.6
–247.6
273.0
(R)–(–)–Apomorphine_3
–41.69
910.6
–252.4
658.2
(R)–(–)–Apomorphine_4
–29.12
234.6
–183.5
51.1
(R)–(–)–Apomorphine_5
–33.85
290.0
–327.6
–37.6
(S)–(–)–7–OH–DPAT_0
–42.29
1485.1
–229.4
1255.6
(S)–(–)–7–OH–DPAT_1
–44.54
1376.7
–212.5
1164.2
(S)–(–)–7–OH–DPAT_2
–46.20
1806.0
–160.8
1645.2
(S)–(–)–7–OH–DPAT_3
–42.15
1499.4
–257.8
1241.6
(S)–(–)–7–OH–DPAT_4
–43.96
2142.0
–105.7
2036.3
(S)–(–)–7–OH–DPAT_5
–44.90
1851.1
–189.1
1662.0
(R)–(+)–5–OH–DPAT_0
–42.02
1598.6
–174.3
1424.3
(R)–(+)–5–OH–DPAT_1
–44.88
1633.7
–306.9
1326.8
(R)–(+)–5–OH–DPAT_2
–44.91
1796.6
–285.3
1511.3
(R)–(+)–5–OH–DPAT_3
–47.51
1676.7
–287.1
1389.5
(R)–(+)–5–OH–DPAT_4
–45.58
1735.2
–194.9
1540.3
(R)–(+)–5–OH–DPAT_5
–44.55
1445.2
–234.9
1210.4
(S)–(–)–5–OH–DPAT_0
–40.79
1490.3
–257.4
1233.0
(S)–(–)–5–OH–DPAT_1
–45.00
1632.3
–123.2
1509.1
(S)–(–)–5–OH–DPAT_2
–45.16
1538.4
–209.3
1329.0
(S)–(–)–5–OH–DPAT_3
–44.95
1881.3
–171.8
1709.5
(S)–(–)–5–OH–DPAT_4
–42.75
1806.2
–199.1
1607.1
(S)–(–)–5–OH–DPAT_5
–46.13
1856.6
–219.2
1637.4
(S)–(–)–Apomorphine_0
–39.05
1211.2
–520.6
690.5
(S)–(–)–Apomorphine_1
–40.13
952.3
–515.2
437.2
(S)–(–)–Apomorphine_2
–42.10
1237.6
–397.0
840.6
(S)–(–)–Apomorphine_3
–42.22
1159.6
–278.5
881.1
(S)–(–)–Apomorphine_4
–39.16
1021.3
–512.7
508.5
(S)–(–)–Apomorphine_5
–40.13
926.6
–493.3
436.3
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Table 2. (Continued)
Complexes a
Ie b
Score + c
Score – d
Score
Bromocriptine1_0
–60.85
1553.0
–906.7
646.3
Bromocriptine1_1
–63.78
1549.2
–801.7
747.5
–60.90
1374.6
–560.4
814.2
Bromocriptine1_2
Bromocriptine1_3
–65.03
1439.0
–779.6
659.4
Bromocriptine1_4
–61.51
1173.5
–690.5
483.0
Bromocriptine1_5
–63.49
1220.8
–910.4
310.4
Bromocriptine2_0
–48.45
2523.4
–619.5
1903.8
–75.77
2492.8
–532.2
1960.6
Bromocriptine2_1
Bromocriptine2_2
–79.33
2423.1
–566.5
1856.6
Bromocriptine2_3
–76.69
2135.6
–645.4
1490.3
Bromocriptine2_4
–77.69
2254.5
–634.9
1619.6
Bromocriptine2_5
–80.29
2247.8
–697.5
1550.3
a
Conformers of complexes obtained after the molecular dynamics simulation ranked by interaction energy. The
subscript 0 correspond to the geometry of the complex at the beginning of simulated annealing
b
Interaction energy: difference of energy (in kcal/mol) between the energy of the complex and the sum of the energies
of the ligand and receptor
c
Similarly score calculated from MLPintrinsic and MLPperceived
d
Dissimilarly score calculated from MLPintrinsic and MLPperceived

For the (S)–(–)–enantiomer, stacking is observed between Phe390 and the cyclohexyl ring.
Hydrophobic interactions are seen between Val190 and the rings and between Phe110 and Ile397
and the n–propyl group. Highly unfavorable interactions exist between Ser193 and Ser194 and the
ligand. They are revealed by the MLP similarity score which exhibits in this region a large white
pocket. Interactions of the three serine residues (Ser193, Ser194 and Ser197) with the catechol
moieties of the ligand are critical for ligand binding to the D2 receptor [13,14]. The two enantiomers
can form a H–bond between the hydroxyl group of the ligand and Ser197. However, according to
the score functions, the lower affinity of (S)–(–)–7–OH–DPAT for the D2 receptor can be explained
by the very unfavorable interactions with Ser193 and Ser194.

3.2 (R)–(–)– and (S)–(+)–Apomorphine
(R)–(–)–Apomorphine also exhibits S–stacking interactions with Phe389 and Phe390.
Hydrophobic interactions between Val190 and the ligand are also observed as well as a broad
unfavorable region due to interactions of the polar Ser193 with the hydrophobic region of the
molecule. (S)–(+)–Apomorphine presents a different pattern of interactions. The interactions with
Phe389 and Phe390 are weaker and due to orthogonal aromatic–aromatic interactions more than to
genuine stacking. There are favorable interactions between His393, Asn418 and the ligand, but
there is also a highly unfavorable region due to interaction of the polar Cys118 with the
hydrophobic region of the molecule. This pattern explains the lower affinity of the (S)–(+)–
enantiomer. (R)–(–)–Apomorphine is able to form H–bonds with Ser193 and Ser194, but not with
Ser197. In contrast, its (S)–(+)–enantiomer is able to form an H–bond only with Ser193. The
reduced ability to make these bonds may explain the lower affinity of the (S)–(+)–enantiomer.
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Figure 2. Binding modes for (R)–(+)–and (S)–(–)–7–OH–DPAT. Scores (similarity between the intrinsic and perceived
MLP of ligands in their bound conformations) are displayed on the molecular surface S+ generated with the standard
software SYBYL using the atomic radii of Gavezzotti enhanced by 0.3 Å. The color coding for the score function
follows a scale starting from the most dissimilar regions to the most similar regions with the following colors: red,
yellow, white, green, green–blue, blue.
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Figure 3. Views of binding mode and score function of (R)–(–)– and (S)–(+)–apomorphine in
their bound conformations. For color coding, see Figure 2.

3.3 Bromocriptine
For this ligand, whose size is twice that of the other D2 agonists in the set, the binding mode used
in the cases of the other compounds was initially explored (bromocriptine1). Even if stable
complexes were obtained, the similarity score displayed large regions of unfavorable interactions
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(see Table 2, graphical results not shown).
Other binding modes were therefore investigated. The best solution (bromocriptine2) was
retained, showing bromocriptine to form an ionic bond between its protonated amino group and
Asp114 (Figure 4), with the rest of the molecule located between helices V and VI. Highly
favorable ligand–receptor interactions are revealed by the MLP similarity score between the ligand
and Asp114, Val115, Ser193, Ser194 and Phe390. Around the bromo atom, Met116, Pro423 and
Thr427 form a binding pocket located between helices III and VII. A remarkable feature seen in the
complex is the coiling of bromocriptine around TM VI. This helix is believed to be the most mobile
part of the receptor because a large extracellular loop is attached to it, allowing it to accommodate
large ligands such as bromocriptine.
It is of interest to note that the MLP is the only tool able to demonstrate in a straightforward
manner the existence of such a hydrophobic pocket. This of course is due to the fact that
hydrophobicity is encoded in lipophilicity. To obtain the same information with a force field, water
should be explicitly taken into account. However, some unfavorable interactions remain in this
complex; they involve Phe390 and Ile394, as revealed by the yellow and white zones in the MLP
similarity score. Modeling experiments showed that the hydroxyl group may form an H–bond with
Ser194.

Figure 4. Views of binding mode and score function of bromocriptine in its bound
conformation. For color coding, see Figure 2.
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3.4 (R)–(–)–Propylnorapomorphine
Figure 5 shows that (R)–(–)–propylnorapomorphine (NPA) binds similarly to (R)–apomorphine,
and indeed the MLP similarity score indicates interactions in the same regions. The structural
difference between NPA and (R)–apomorphine is the size of the amino group, resulting in an
additional and favorable hydrophobic interaction of NPA with Val111, shown by a wider and more
intense region (see the score value) of high MLP similarity. This additional interaction may explain
the greater affinity of NPA compared to (R)–apomorphine, and it rationalizes the known
requirement of N–di–n–propyl substituent on 2–aminotetralins for greater D2 receptor affinity
[36,37]. Further studies [37] show that an aromatic substituent on the aromatic, e.g. a thienyl ring,
may also increase affinity. The steric hindrance of a thienyl ring is equivalent to that of an n–propyl
group, but thienyl allows an additional strong S–S stacking interaction. This interaction may be
strong due to the electron density difference between the phenyl ring of Phe110 and the thienyl ring.
Two possible H–bonds can exist between the two hydroxyl groups of NPA and Ser193 and
Ser194, like for (R)–apomorphine. Hence, and as stated above, the additional interaction of an N–
di–n–propyl substituent with Val111 may explain the greater affinity of NPA compared to (R)–
apomorphine.

Figure 5. Views of binding mode and score function of (R)–(–)–propylnorapomorphine in its
bound conformation. For color coding, see Figure 2.
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3.5 (R)–(+)–8–OH–DPAT
(R)–(+)–8–OH–DPAT is seen in Figure 6 to be docked in the cavity of the D2 receptor like (R)–
and (S)–7–OH–DPAT, and to exhibit aromatic–aromatic interactions with Phe389 and Phe390. The
N–alkyl group interacts positively with His393. The difference in affinity between (R)–(+)–8–OH–
DPAT and the R–enantiomer of 7–OH–DPAT appears to be due to detrimental interactions of the
aromatic part of the ligand with Ser193 and Ser194. The only possible H–bond found in the
modeling experiments is between Ser193 and the 8–hydroxyl group.

Figure 6. View of binding mode and score function of (R)–(+)–8–OH–DPAT in its bound
conformation. For color coding, see Figure 2.

3.6 (R)–(+) and (S)–(–)–5–OH–DPAT
As in every complex, an extended and intense electrostatic interaction between the Asp114 side
chain and the protonated amino group of the ligand is seen for (R)–(+)–5–OH–DPAT, which
exhibits S–stacking interactions with Phe390. Good interactions exist also between one of the N–n–
propyl chain of the R–enantiomer and Val111, Leu171 and Ile397. Also, an unfavorable interaction
is found between His393 and the other N–n–propyl chain. A broad unfavorable region due to
interactions of the polar Ser193 and Ser197 with the hydrophobic region of the molecule is seen.
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Figure 7. Views of binding mode and score function of (R)–(+)– and (S)–(–)–5–OH–DPAT in
their bound conformations. For color coding, see Figure 2.

Similarly, an extended area of analogous MLPs is observed between the Asp114 and His393
side–chains and the protonated amino group of the S–enantiomer. Furthermore, a large stacking
area between Phe390 and Phe389 and the aromatic part of the ligand is seen. The only two small
dissimilarity areas are produced by two unfavorable interactions, namely between the Ser197 and
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Ser193 and the aromatic part of the ligand, and between the peptide carbonyl linking Phe389 and
Phe390 with the non–aromatic ring of the ligand. The S–enantiomer of higher affinity produced
broader similarity areas and very small dissimilarity areas. As a result, the enantioselective affinity
can be explained by the two different patterns.
The search for possible H–bonding indicated that no direct hydrogen bond with serine residues
exists the (R)–(+)– and (S)–(–)–5–OH–DPAT. Based on molecular dynamics simulations, the
hydroxyl group is too removed from the serines to allow H–bonding; however, a relay with water
molecules cannot be excluded since simulations were conducted in absence of explicit water
molecules.

3.7 Semi–Quantitative Interpretation
The observations with individual ligands can be summarized as follows:
An interaction between the cationic nitrogen of dopamine agonists and Asp114 was always the
primary anchor point in the docking strategy and remained the stronger component of the similarity
function.
1

Ser193, Ser194 and Ser197 can be involved in H–bonding with available catechol or
hydroxyl groups.

2

Moreover, an aromatic stacking interaction could be seen for all ligands between their
aromatic ring and Phe390 or Phe389, plus sometimes an aromatic edge–to–face
interaction with Trp386.

3

Moreover, an aromatic stacking interaction could be seen for all ligands between their
aromatic ring and Phe390 or Phe389, plus sometimes an aromatic edge–to–face
interaction with Trp386.

Important information on modes of docking can be obtained when comparing the lipophilicity
fields of a ligand and a binding site, as proposed by Eq. (3). First, on looking at the examples
presented above, the MLP similarity score can be a successful novel tool for visual help in the
docking procedure when no information is available on the anchor points. Second, this MLP
similarity score enables us to rank the low–energy conformers of a complex, and thus becomes a
criterion of selection for the best binding mode. Interestingly, the methodology presented here also
allows to explain the difference in D2 affinity between two enantiomers of a ligand and between two
structurally close compounds.
A direct correlation between the MLP similarity score and the binding affinity (Table 1) was not
observed. The main limitation in this approach is inherent to the numerous assumptions associated
with the construction of a protein structure by homology (quality of the chosen template, neglect of
loops, neglect of water molecules, etc.). Moreover, the current MLP similarity score appears too
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simple to account quantitatively for the relative affinity of various ligands, mainly due to the fact
that of lipophilicity measured in the n–octanol/water system encodes only part of the H–bonding
capacity of solutes [38,39], namely their H–bond acceptor capacity. Thus, similarity scores based
on a better description of hydrogen bonds in complexes must be proposed. A molecular hydrogen–
bonding potential is currently being developed in our laboratory [40].

3.8 Comparison with Other Score Functions
To predict the binding affinity of a ligand or at least to rank some active compounds is one of the
key problems in designing compounds with high affinity. Several score functions have been
described [41–47]. The present score function is original in the sense that it relies on a molecular
potential rather than on a set of parameters describing the free energy of binding. Some of the
published score functions include lengthy calculations, others are empirical.
The latter were first developed by Böhm [48–50] and then by Eldridge et al. [51,52], Wang et al.
[53] and Jain [54]. They consist in simple empirical score functions to estimate the free energy of
binding for a protein–ligand complex of known 3D structure. They can be used in screening
database hits (very short calculation times), or as functions to guide docking.
Some terms of the free binding energy are, however, quite hard to quantify using available
approaches (e.g., entropic contributions). Thus, some authors [55] derived simplified potentials
from known structural data to directly estimate the total protein–ligand of free energy binding,
where all relevant contributions are implicitly taken into account.
In summary, the differences between existing score functions and the one presented here are:
1

A degree of similarity between the ligand and the receptor in terms of lipophilicity
potential is calculated here, not an energy value.

2

Existing score functions attempt to predict the most accurate free energy of binding and
not a ranking of different binding modes.

3

Existing score functions are used in screening large databases of hits (very short
calculation times).

4

Most of them have no graphic interface or visual interpretation.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, a MLP similarity score is presented as a graphical tool to analyze
recognition forces between a ligand and a binding site. This method allows an explanation of the
difference in affinity of D2 receptor between two enantiomers of a ligand and between two
structurally related compounds. The MLP similarity score can be a successful tool for visual help in
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the docking procedure. Also, this MLP similarity score has enabled us to rank the low–energy
conformers of a complex, and can thus serve as a criterion of selection for the "best" binding mode.
A direct correlation between the MLP similarity score and binding affinity was, however, not
observed. Clearly, quantitative correlations call for a better structural model and, perhaps, for an
improved MLP and a better similarity function. Indeed, the MLP similarity score is based on
information obtained from n–octanol/water lipophilicity and does not take S–cation interactions and
H–bond donor capacities into account. Molecular lipophilicity potentials coding for the H–bond
donor capacity and ionic interactions appear as a worthwhile objective.
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